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PRESS RELEASE / Advance notice prolight + sound 2009
Shiva becomes Stoll

Basel, 24.2.2009
Stoll Audio will launch the Stoll brand at the prolight & sound 2009 to supersede the
previous Shiva brand. These systems for the PA, stage and installation sector, which are
designed and manufactured in Switzerland, offer professional users excellent audio
transmission and versatile applicability. At the exhibition stand 8.0 G01 you are
welcome to inform yourself about the products made by Stoll and the comprehensive
range of services by Stoll Audio.
Stoll Audio will launch the Stoll brand. Shiva, the previous brand name for the systems for the PA,
stage and installation sector, will be superseded at the prolight + sound in Frankfurt (April 1-4,
2009). The systems are designed and manufactured in Switzerland. With the new Stoll brand the
high quality standards are underlined. Stoll represents more than 20 years of experience in the field
of electroacoustics and the design of top-grade loudspeaker systems. The introduction of the new
brand needs to be seen also in the context of the ever-growing international interest in the
innovative products from Stoll Audio.
Stoll offers a sophisticated range of sound reinforcement systems for the PA, stage and installation
sector. The compact high-performance loudspeakers offer professional users excellent audio
transmission and versatile applicability. The Stoll Convertible sets the benchmark in sound and
flexibility with mobile applications, representing a new generation of PA loudspeaker systems and
their drive.
At the exhibition stand on the prolight + sound 2009 in Frankfurt (Hall 8.0, booth G01) you can
inform yourself about the products made by Stoll and the comprehensive range of services by Stoll
Audio.

Stoll Audio has been active in the field of electroacoustics for more than 20 years. Our primary
business areas are sound reinforcement technology, PA and stage systems, studio monitoring
technology, custom-made products as well as engineering and measuring technology. In these areas
we offer a broad range of individual integrated concepts for an optimised audio transmission and
sound quality.
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